
USE INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE
To avoid biases or expressions that discriminate against groups of people based on race, gender or 
socio-economic status. 
Avoid gender coded words like “he or she” instead use "they". Use writing tools that help identify 
gendered language in words with a strong feminine or masculine association. 
Select fonts that make it easier to read for neurodiverse candidates (e.g., Arial, Comic Sans, Verdana, 
Tahoma) 
Does the job offer flexibility (work location/schedules) 
Provide link or add your EEO/Diversity, Equity & Inclusion statements.
Avoid jargons, acronyms or corporate language that signals to people of color language developed in 
predominantly White, male space.

LIST ESSENTIAL JOB REQUIREMENTS

HIGHLIGHT YOUR INCLUSIVE BENEFITS

EXPAND TALENT SOURCING METHODS

MANDATE A DIVERSE INTERVIEWING SLATE

DIVERSIFY INTERVIEWING PANELS

LEVERAGE ERG/BRGS TO RECRUIT & ONBOARD NEW HIRES

BIAS TRAINING FOR RECRUITERS & HIRING MANAGERS

List the essential job requirements to reflect tasks for getting the job done. Focus on what the new 
hire will be expected to achieve and what impact they can make. 
Distinguish required vs. preferred/“nice-to-haves”. Studies have shown that women will apply to 
jobs where they meet 100% of the requirements vs. men will typically apply if they meet 60% of the 
requirements. 
Education (Top tier) vs. years of experience.
Is multicultural, cultural branding, and/or inclusive marketing experience a plus?
Do you prefer a candidate that can speak/write in another language. 
Share salary ranges as it builds trust early on with prospective candidates and demonstrates 
commitment to equity and fair pay. 

Various employee benefits can attract a range of candidates and sharing a few unique benefits can 
influence decisions. Include information like: 

flexible work schedules for parents or people with disabilities
paid parental leave
floating holidays
tuition reimbursement
transgender transitions programs
employee resource groups/business resource groups
adoption fee programs
professional development programs 

Recruiters/Sourcers should widen talent sourcing methods to reach a more 
diverse talent pool. Extend reach through:

targeted diverse job channels
Boolean search strings
resume database searches
employee referrals, and 
external partners/organizations such as AIMM’s job board that offers an 
opportunity to list a job and source for talent

Requiring a diverse interviewing candidate slate minimizes 
discrimination in hiring and provides transparency on the selection and 
feedback process. Setting a proportionate number of candidates (two 
women and/or two underrepresented candidates) has greater chances 
of successful hiring results (this is called the “two in a pool effect.”)  

Collaborative hiring selections leads to better hiring results 
and avoids hiring based on shared biases. Requiring a 

diverse interviewing panel with at least two women and/or 
members of underrepresented communities will also 

provide a better candidate experience and shows 
candidates you are committed to DEI. 

Partner with Employee Resource Groups/Business Resource Groups in the 
recruiting cycle and leverage them as brand ambassadors. 

Provide incentives or a bonus to ERG/BRGs to help promote jobs within 
their network or refer candidates thru an employee referral program.
ERG/BRGs can also be matched with prospective candidates or ease the 
onboarding of new hires by answering questions about the organization’s 
culture, DEI efforts, and career progression. 

Strategies

Require recruiters, hiring managers, and others participating in the 
hiring process to complete a bias training to increase 

understanding of implicit assumptions or personal biases that can 
produce additional exclusions during the hiring and selection 

process. This can include false narratives about a candidate, lack 
of experience, look for different yet relevant experiences or 

inappropriate interviewing questions.
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